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FRENCH REVIEW 86.1

de Jean-Paul Gabilliet, Des comics et des hommes: une histoire culturelle des comics
américains (2005). Cet ouvrage a été traduit en anglais par Bart Beaty, lui-même
auteur d’une étude (Unpopular Culture: Transforming the European Comic Book in
the 1990s, 2007) qui attend son traducteur français pour compléter l’utile va-etvient critique entre les États-Unis et le monde francophone.
University of Alberta (Canada)

Chris Reyns-Chikuma

GUÉRIN-MARMIGÈRE, STÉPHANIE. La poétique romanesque de Joris-Karl Huysmans. Paris:
Champion, 2010. ISBN 978-2-7453-1992-0. Pp. 530. 105 a.

Although the centennial of the death of Huysmans (1848–1907) sparked renewed interest in his works—which had in fact been growing since their republication in the 1970s—he is still widely seen as a secondary writer. Traditionally,
critics have offered biographical readings, describing his books as a series of
radical aesthetic and spiritual conversions (naturalist, decadent, mystical, Catholic)
corresponding more or less to his departure from the naturalist school and eventual religious awakening. For Guérin-Marmigère, however, this “périodisation
systématique” (10) of Huysmans’s life and career has caused us to overlook the
coherence of his work, to ignore him as a daring innovator, and to cast him
mistakenly as writer of eccentric, isolated novels. She thus attempts to place him
where he rightfully belongs—at the forefront of the major crisis in the French
novel at the end of the nineteenth century. Indeed, Huysmans’s novelistic poetics
provide a snapshot of this vital period of transition, while at the same time
testifying to the literary specificity of his works.
This exhaustive yet highly readable study proposes to liberate Huysmansian
criticism from biographical interpretations, thereby leading us to the discovery of
an important novelist who was careful to preserve his originality, hostile to formulas, and open to experimentation. By examining the techniques used in nine
novels and other texts, Guérin-Marmigère analyzes the inner workings of
Huysmansian narrative in light of major categories such as architecture, plot,
character, chronology, and discourse, revealing a textual universe in which the
very notion of literary genre is constantly challenged. Dividing her book into five
parts comprised of three or four chapters each, she begins with a study of
Huysmans as a theoretician of the novel, positing that, although he always
worked under the aesthetic banners of stylistic singularity and novelty, he never
really abandoned naturalism—if only in his life-long commitment to research
and documentation. Part two examines how Huysmans subverted novelistic conventions of the adventure, quest, romantic, and naturalist genres in order to
broaden the possibilities of plot. Her pages on parody as a means of dismantling
the romantic idyll, her insights on the preference of repetition and circularity
over linearity, and her assertions about micro-narratives and fragmentation all
provide fascinating reading. Part three sees complexity, indecision, artistic insurgence, and “héroïsme cognitif” (269) as leitmotifs of Huysmans’s characters. In
this sense, they are symbols for the crisis in the novel itself. Part four studies notions of space and time, revealing how Huysmans created new narrative structures imitating the movements of human conscience, thereby allowing him to go
beyond the surface of the real and introduce into the novelistic genre an invisible
reality close to what André Breton called “surréalité” (375). Finally, part five asserts
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that, paradoxically, it is in its polyphonic nature, multiple fluctuations, and conspicuous heterogeneity that the Huysmansian narrative finds its unity.
This book argues convincingly that Huysmans’s poetics cannot be reduced
to a succession of isolated tendencies, but rather must be understood as a complex process of evolution. Perhaps most importantly, it shows that by turning the
novelistic adventure inward to the exploration of the mind, memory, dreams,
psychic pathologies, mysticism, Satanism, conversion, and faith, Huysmans was
ahead of his time in opening the universe of the novel to the unconscious and to
spirituality. Hence, though he was keenly interested in reevaluating the past, he
was above all strikingly modern. This well-organized, meticulously researched
volume is of great worth to all students of the French novel and is a landmark for
Huysmans scholars.
University of New Orleans

Juliana Starr

GYSSELS, KATHLEEN. Passes et impasses dans le comparatisme postcolonial caribéen: cinq
traverses. Paris: Champion, 2010. ISBN 978-2-7453-1988-3. Pp. 432. 88 a.

Du vaste archipel des Antilles ourlant les Amériques, composé de territoires
au passé colonial similaire, émanent des littératures multilingues d’une grande
richesse qui invitent à établir des réseaux entre elles et à en suivre les rhizomes,
traces multidirectionnelles et parfois difficiles à déceler. Selon Gyssels, les
littératures caribéennes souffrent de leur “insularisation”, d’un manque de
dialogues entre elles et d’études critiques comparatistes, en raison principalement des “affres linguistiques” de la région (22). L’auteure, qui s’intéresse
particulièrement aux productions littéraires antillaises francophones, entreprend
de combler cette lacune en les dissociant de l’enclave linguistique, culturelle et
politique de l’Hexagone pour les replacer dans leur ‘véritable’ milieu naturel et
imaginaire qu’est l’Atlantique noir, celui de la diaspora issue de l’esclavage. Selon
cette approche dynamique d’échanges multiples, l’auteure nous propose cinq
‘traverses’ ou dialogues mettant en relation l’écriture de cinq franco-caribéens avec
cinq anglo-caribéens, tous écrivains “postcoloniaux dans tous les sens du terme”
(18). Comme l’indique le titre, l’auteure se sert de métaphores géographiques
pour illustrer le caractère périlleux de sa démarche.
La première traverse, analysant la représentation de la Médée noire dans les
métafictions historiographiques de Toni Morrison et Maryse Condé, fait pendant à
la quatrième. Celle-ci explore la Médée blanche pendant la Révolution haïtienne et
la naissance sanglante de la première République noire dans Aube tranquille et
Moi, Toussaint de Jean-Claude Fignolé, et la trilogie encyclopédique de Madison
Smartt-Bell. Gysells y analyse le spiralisme de Fignolé, peu commenté jusqu’à
présent, et réhabilite l’œuvre de Smartt-Bell qui, maltraitée par la critique selon
elle, relie Histoire francophone, caribéenne et américaine. Ces quatre écrivains
entreprennent de réviser l’Histoire officielle et d’en combler les lacunes. Particulièrement captivante est l’étude de Morrison et Condé qui réexaminent la
figure de la mère noire assassine dans Jazz et Célanire cou-coupé, et dénoncent les
discours racistes et sexistes à travers des narrations non linéaires. Remontant une
génération, la deuxième traverse établit un dialogue entre Black-Label de LéonGontran Damas et Giovanni’s Room de James Baldwin qui dévoile la question du
rapport de l’identité sexuelle avec l’identité ethnique, et particulièrement la

